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S is for Samuel: Samuel the Sliding Sausage
Samuel is with his friends who are telling jokes. Samuel laughs and laughs so much he falls 

off the plate and lands on the floor...BOING BOING!

He tries bouncing to get back up but can’t quite manage it just as a Crankworth the cat strolls in 
and looks greedily at poor helpless Samuel. Luckly, his friends come to the rescue but when 

he gets stuck in the teapot’s spout, he encounters another problem.

Does Samuel get back and if so, how does he do it?

www.boodlebobs.com/raj

www.boodlebobs.com/raj


This is a story all about Samuel and yes, he’s a sausage.

Samuel sat on the breakfast plate with his pals Braden the 
bacon, Ernie the egg, Fred the fried bread the twins Tom 
and Tammie the tomatoes.

“What did the bacon say to the egg,” asked Fred who was always 
telling jokes.

No-one knew.

“Lean over and tell us a yoke…!”

“Oh, lean like in bacon and yoke like joke,” laughed Samuel
 and he laughed so much he fell off the plate.

And bounced a few times on the floor.

“Oh dear,” everyone chorused, 
“Come on Samuel, get back up here.”

“How?” wailed Samuel.

“Bounce!” they all replied so 
              Samuel tried.

SAMUEL THE SLIDING SAUSAGE
By Jo Kemp
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BOING! BOING! BOING! 
He bounced and went high in the air… And landed head-first 
in the butter.

       SQUELCHH!
And he slipped and slid then landed on the floor again.

              BOING! BOING! BOING!
He bounced so high he landed head-first in the marmalade. 
“Ugh!” he exclaimed jumping out and, landing on the floor 
again, he let out a big cry for help.

       “HELP!”

Just then, Crankworth the cat strolled in and looked 
greedily at poor helpless Samuel. Now everyone 
knows that most cats LIKE sausages but 
Crankworth, he really LOVED sausages. 

         To eat!
                “I’ll help you little sausage,” he purred. “Jump  
                      into my mouth.”
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“Don’t do it, Sam, he’ll eat you all up!” called his friends from the 
plate. “You wouldn’t do that…would you?” asked Samuel.

    “Who, me?” smiled Crankworth with a wicked look in his eyes.    
       “Don’t listen to him!” called his friends.

 “Don’t listen to them,” purred Crankworth and he opened    
 his mouth very wide.

Now, what do you think Samuel should do? Would you jump into 
Crankworth’s wide-open mouth? No! Not for all the coconuts in 
Constantinople but Samuel was going to. Silly-Billy Samuel.

Then Tom and Tammie had an idea and like a couple of 
footballs, they bounced off the plate and landed heavily  
on Crankworth’s head.

“Neeoww!” growled Crankworth going spiky all 
over and he raced out of the kitchen sending 
Samuel flying as he went.

Poor Samuel started bouncing again.

        BOING! BOING! BOING!
And bounced so high, he landed in Tina the 
teapot’s spout. 

 “Get out of my spout” she protested sounding nasal.
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“But I’m stuck!” replied Samuel from somewhere inside.

And everyone started giggling. Samuel didn’t like being 
giggled at and he didn’t like being stuck in the teapot’s spout. 
The teapot didn’t much like it either.

Tom and Tammie came to the rescue – again.

They bounced and grabbed hold of Samuel’s feet and they 
pulled, and they pulled. So much so that Samuel stretched 
and got thinner and thinner until out he popped!

“Oh, thank you!” he said feeling pretty tall. 
In fact, he WAS pretty tall. In fact, he was 
probably the tallest sausage in the world.

“Come on, time to get back,” called his 
friends but Samuel found that being so 
tall took a bit of getting used to.
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And what was worse, he’d lost his bounce.

“Don’t get upset,” called Braden. “Reach up and think very tall.”

So while Samuel thought of very tall things like giants, giraffes and 
chimneys, Brendon said to the others, “Hold onto me and I’ll lean over 
and pull Samuel up.”

But the trouble was, he still couldn’t quite reach. “Think of something 
really tall,” they called.

“Like the Empire State Building?” replied Samuel and that did the trick 
as they hauled him back onto the plate.

“Was that a bacon joke when you said ‘lean’ over?”
 asked Samuel and they all laughed…

But not so they fell off the plate!

The end.
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‘Granny Annie’ loves reading BoodleBobs stories. They make her laugh, teach us all about language and often have a moral too. 

Each of the 26 Ultimate Alphabet stories 

uses alliteration. This makes them easy 

to identify with while lending melody to 

the titles.

The stories are formatted to use a 

      name, a noun and an adjective.

Adjectives, Nouns & Verbs Explained

 Here we have the name (Wally), the adjective (Wobbling) and the noun (Wellington).

The Ultimate Alphabet BoodleBobs stories are formatted to use a name, an adjective  and a noun

For example, Wally the Wobbling Wellington. 

 What Is An Adjective?
Adjectives are descriptive words about a person, an animal, a thing, or a thought. It tells you something about it (the noun).

Josie the Jolly Jam Jar.   Dorothy the Dancing Doughnut.   Percy the Peeping Pot Plant

What Is A Noun?

                                             I like the BOY next door (a person).   I have been to LONDON (a place)
                                                                            I have got a PLAN (an idea)    I’m going to climb that TREE (a thing)

A noun can tell you who or what it is.  A noun is ‘a something’. It’s a word that identifies something like a 
person, a place, an idea or a thing.

It does get more complicated but – as rule of thumb – just remember these three things…

                             Nouns are people, places or things…
                                   Adjectives describe these things…
                                         Verbs are used to describe an action or a state of being related to these things…

 What Are Verbs?
Verb’s are used to describe an action ‘Billy ate an apple’. An occurrence ‘Billy decided to swim’. Or a state of being ‘Billy went to 
the shop.’ 

Name
My name is Granny Annie and  thank you for reading my book.



A – Andre the Artistic Apron
B – Boris the Brainy Book
C – Cameron the Courageous Cabinet
D – Dorothy the Dancing Doughnut
E – Eva the Energetic Egg Timer
F – Frank the Forgetful Frisbee 
G – Glenda the Gregarious Gherkin
H – Harry the Higgledy-Piggledy Hosepipe
I – Ida the Incredible Ironing Board
J – Josie the Jolly Jam Jar
K – Katie the Karate Kicking Kettle
L – Lucy the Luminous Lamp
M – Morris the Messy Mop

N – Nigel the Niggly Napkin
O – Ollie the Off-hand Ostrich

P – Percy the Peeping Pot Plant
Q – Queenie the Quivering Quilt
R – Raj the Rambling Radiator

S – Samuel the Sliding Sausage
T – Terence the Terrible Tap

U – Una the Up-turned Umbrella
V – Vera the Voracious Vacuum

W – Wally the Wobbling Wellington
X – Xavier the Xenophobic Xylophone

Y – Yousef the Yearning Yucca
Z – Zac the Zealous Zucchini26 Short stories.  One for each letter of the alphabet.

Andre Boris Cameron Dorothy Eva Frank

  Glenda Harry Ivy Josie Katy         Lucy

Morris Nigel Ollie Percy Queenie Raj

Samuel Terrencel Una Vera Wally   Xavier

     Yousef Zac      
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Available from most on-line stores including our own

Buy Now - Granny Annie’s Ultimate Alphabet Book’

www.boodlebobs.com/store/

Granny Annie’s Ultimate Alphabet  - Stories  by 
Jo Kemp, individual downloads as .MP3 or .PDF

 www.boodlebobs.com/audiobooks/

Also by Jo Kemp.  Hourglass book one ‘The Turning’
Genre: Fantasy / Sci-Fi
Price £9.99

Manifested out of ancient folklore, the Hourglass must be turned to keep the balance between Order 
and Chaos. Should the Turning fail, the Alternate Prophesies decree Chaos would rule, hastening an 
inevitable Armageddon. 

The Turning can only be implemented by the Foundling and this is where the story begins.

Raif, a boy with a passion for clocks and no inkling of his future has a recurring vision of colossal 
waterspouts unaware this vision is shared by the villainous Darke. 

He is chosen as the Foundling Elect to succeed Canatu who is mysteriously murdered. Darke, having 
been instrumental in this murder, desires power absolute and to achieve this has to prevent the 
Turning but where is the Hourglass hidden? And will it be found in time?

Drawn in by a gilded clock gifted to him, Raif is flung into the adventure of a lifetime while being hunted 
relentlessly by Darke and his evil forces. He has cause to call into question the improbability of 
coincidence as he’s catapulted from the Dorset countryside to the terrifying  catacombs below Paris and 
finally to the barren shores of the Arrid Sea and a spectacular  showdown. But is this the end or just the 
beginning...

Buy Hourglass book one now -  https://www.boodlebobs.com/hourglass/
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COMPETITION
Prize draw, how to enter

www.boodlebobs.com/competition

Merchandise
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*’Granny Annie’s Ultimate Alphabet Book’ limited stock set aside free 
for schools.  See availibility @ www.boodlebobs.com/granny-annie

Find us on YouTube
www.youtube.com/boodlebobs

Download Audiobooks

See translations page for books in English, Hindi, Mandarin, Arabic & Spanish 
www.boodlebobs.com/downloads/
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And finally, a last word from Granny Annie
“Thank you for reading and I hope ALL these short A-Z stories have been as much fun for the 

adults as they’ve been for the children.”
Each story from Granny Annie’s Ultimate 

Alphabet Book has its own webpage 
where you can watch, download and listen.

www.boodlebobs.com

The end.
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